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IMPORTANT CCIR-STANDARDS FOR THE AUDIO-WORLD 

by 

Gerhard Steinke 
Rundfunk- und Fernsehtechnisches Zentralamt 
der Deutschen Post, Berlin 
German Democratic Republic (GDR) 

ABSTRACT: Different opinions exist on principal quality aims 
in audio studio technology. Therefore different in
terpretation of standards to the same problem was 
the result. Herein technical and commercial interests 
are often opposing. 
Broadcasting and television organizations should 
respect the point of view of the listener and condi
tions of the international programme exchange. 
At the example of "Audio Frequency Noise J\lleasu:vement" 
and the status now reached with CCIR recommendation 
468-3, it will be informed on results of the special 
working group 10-C "AF Characteristics of Sound 
Broadcasting Systems" of Study Group 10 of the CCIR. 
Furthermore several other important CCIR documents 
are explained which are not known in general in the 
AES, but which should be taken into consideration at 
work on the development of quality in AF. 

l!_l:NTRODUOTION 

The work of the c.c.I.R. (International Consultative Committee 
of the International Telecommunication Union, Geneva) has been 
unknown to many audio engineers. 

In publications, i. a. in the J.A.E.S., the results of the CCIR, 
in the field of audio techniques as well as in subjective quality 
assessment, are seldom mentioned. In the field of entertainment 
(home) electronics and high fidelity techniques the work of the 
IEC (International Electrotechnical Comission) is better known. 

But the results of the CCIR are relevant to the field of studio 
techniques in general, the parameters of which formerly were 
higher by some orders than those applied for entertaiment elec
tronics. The rapid evolution of electrotechnice, especially the 
coming of digital technique, makes this difference more and more 
diminish. 

Therefore, it is necessary to consider more the high requirements 
of studio technique in general, because it is onl� on these con
ditions that quality limits and quality aims may better be 
defined. 

With ·the following synopsis, an attempt is made to establish a 
relation to the activities of the AES. Therewith it should be 
noted, that the CCIR is not preparing "standards", but 
"recommendations", "reports" and "opinions". The status of these 
documents which are elaborated by a great number of member orga-
nizations is so highl� esteemed that nationa� standards or 
recommendations are derived therefrom. 
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2. THE WORK OF STUDY GROUP 10 FOR AUDIO TECHNOLOGY 

2.1. ORGANIZATION OF WORK /1/ 

Under the direction of its chairman, Carlo Terzani (Italy), the 
study group 10 - broadcasting service (sound) is concerned with: 
- the technical aspects of the broadcasting service and the 

broadcasting-satellite service, 
- the special problems of broadcasting in the Tropical Zone, 
- standards fo:r· audio-frequency equipment, including recording, 

to facilitate the international exchange of programmes. 

The tasks of audio technology are 
working groups: 
• workin9 �roup 10-C (Chairman: G. 

liepubhc : 
"Audio-frequency characteristics 

• workin� grour 10-D (Chairman: P. 
"Recor 1ng o sound programmes" 

treated by two of the five 

Steinke, German Democratic 

of sound broadcasting signals" 
Zaccarian, EBU/CBU): 

In 1 981  within the wo:r.'king group 10-C an interim working :party 
IWP 10/6), under the chairmanship of N.H.C. Gilchrist (UK) was 
established to intensively work on problem of programme level 
control and quality parameters. 

2.2. SURVEY OF IMl'ORTANT RESULTS ACHIEVED IN AUDIO TECHNOLO<rLL!L. 

The working group 10-C "AF Characteristics" strives to establish 
quality parameters to be observed and attained for sound signals 
and equipments within the transmission chain between studio and 
listener. 
In this connection, the standards to be defined by the CCIR are 
limited to the transmission chain and the relevant transmission 
sections which are of importance for the international exchange 
of programmes. Further values of interest are given as an additi
onal information, which permit conclusions to be drawn for the 
standardization of partial sections which lie in the competence 
of other organizations. 

Considering that the determination of objective parameter values 
departs from those values which are obtained by subjective-sta
tistical tests of listening groups, it is possible to recognize 
their lind.ts set by the relevant technico-economical conditions. 
On the other hand, it is very difficult to determine those thres
holds for which a further technical improvement, in general, is 
neither useful nor necessary, because in the studio - as is well 
known - extremely high output values for the equipment and devi
ces should be required because of the great number of processing 
and rerecording processes useq. 

The conditions for the objective parameters of the individual 
transmission sections are determined with the help of the addition 
laws, taking as a basis the safe subjective limits for the repro
duction with the listener. 
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Indication of "dream values" or "nice figures", as are loved to 
be cited by the entertainment electronics, is not relevant to 
the CCIR. 

For a long time, working group 10•0 has considered the determi
nation of the measurement of noise voltage as the "lower" point 
in the level profile as its most essential point for its work. 
(Rec. 468-J), (see para 3,.1.). 

Further studies some of which are not yet solved in a satisfac
tory way refer to programme level measurement �roblems and the 
various level values for the transmission (IWP 10/6, and 
Rep. 293-5; 292-5), (see para ).2.). 

With regard to the unified measurement of the loudness of the lro�ammes and the measures to be derived for programme hand-
in it was not possible to aQhieve �a· practicable result while . 

with the analysator by ZWICKER and other more recent methods, 
better suited means have meanwhile been developped (Rep. 465-J), 
(see para J.).). 

A principal recommendation and a report were prepared 
(Rec. 562-J; Rep. 799-1), (see para 3.4.) with regard to the 
carrying out of subjective studies required for all parameters. 

For such studies as well as for the control and assessment of 
the programmes themselves, so-called (unified) reference listeling rooms are of importance. Inspite of comprehensive knowledge 

t was not yet possible to establish a definite recommendation 
(Report 797-1), (see para 3.5.). On the other hand, the OIRT 
(9RGANISATION INTERNATIONAL DE RADIODIFFUSION ET TELEVISION) was 
able to prepare recommendations for OIRT reference listening 
rooms (E 86/1) and to conduct subjective tests therein, which 
permi�ed to effectively improve the international programme 
exchange. 

For several years, the working group 10-C is concerned with fun
damental determinations for digital techniguesin studios, but 
hitherto was not in a position to elaborate a draft recommenda
tion because the coordination with other international organi
zations proved to be time-consuming.(Report 948, 949, 797-1, 
95J)(see para 3.6.). . 

The problems associated with analogue recording technique are 
dealt with by working group 10-D; applicable IEC Publications 
are completed py recommendations and reports for the special 
concerns of broadcasting and television (Rec. 408-4; Rep. 800, 
Rep. ·622-J, Rep. 950, Rec. 564, Rec. 563), (see para 3.7.). 

A first Report is available relating to digital recording 
(Rep. 950). 
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3. RELEVANT RECOMMENDATIONS AND REPORTS OF THE CCIR 

3.1. MEASUREwlliNT OF NOISE VOLTAGE 

Recommendation 468-3: Measurement of audio-frequency noise vol-
(1982) tage level in sound broadcasting 

Extract of essential data: 

The CCIR recommends that the noise voltage level should be mea
sured and weighted as quasi-peak value, in whichcase the measu
rement system used is defined as follows: 

1. Weighting network 

Nominal frequency response according to fig. 1b and fig. 2 for a 
passive n�twork according to fig. 1a. 
Table I +J shows the values and tolerances at various frequen
cies. The whole measuring device is calibrated at 1 kHz. 

2. Characteristics of the measuring equipment 

A quasi-peak value method of measurement shall be used. The re
quired dynamic performance of the measuring set may be realized 
in a variety of ways. 
In the corresponding tables, the dynamic performance 

- at single tone bursts (Table II) 
- at repetitive tone bursts (Table III) 

is indicated (5-ms-bursts of 5-kHz-tone). 

In the measurements the amplitude is set such that the steady 
signal would give a reading of 80 % of full scale. The burst 
should start at zero-crossing. The tables give the limits of 
reading corresponding to each duration of tone burst (Table II) 
or corresponding to each repetition frequency (Table III). 
The recommendation contains furthermore information on 

- overload characteristics 

- reversibility error 

- overawing 

- calibration 

- input impedance 

The noise voltage level should be represented in transmission 
units (according to CCITT J. 14 and J. 16) 11 dE qp11• 

(q = quasi-peak level 

p = for psophometer or of pondere = weighted) 

The additional index 11 s11 is used with values for sound programme 
lines. 

+) Table I contained in the official volume /1/ shows some 
printer's errors at the frequencies 200 - 1000 Hz, which 
are corrected in the present contribution. 
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Comments by the author: 

The argumentation for the fundamental characteristics laid down 
in recommendation 468-3 is contained i. a. in report 398-2 (1974) 
Geneva /2/. According to this, the best agreement between measure
ments of the audio-frequency noise and the subjective assessment 
is obtained with the help of a modified version of the sound 
level meter by ruese /3/ and a weighting curve according to 
fig. 1 (1b) in Roe. 468-3. '!!his is confirmed by studies conducted 
in Groat Britain and the Federal Hepublic of Germany, t he German 
Democratic Republic and some other OIRT member countries. 
Concerning the weightine; curve <:m immed:Late agreement was possi
ble among the organizatlon participating in the CCIR. The noise 
should be weighted with high quality sound reproduction in con
fermi ty w:i. th ear response characteristic and noise impression; 
therefore, the curve according to fig. 1 (1b) is incontestable. 
The curve which the IEC prepared for purely acoustical purposes, 
namely for the loudness of noise (background noise, interfering 
noise), (the so-called curve A) proved to be unsuitable because 
when weighting clectroacoustical transmissions or recordings, 
annoyance as well as maskine; effects are far more predominant. 
Comprehensive tests have shown -· as is pointed out in CCIR 
Heport 398-2 - that curveAproduces large errors, in case that 
certain types of noise prevail particularly with wide bandwidth 
circuits having frequency responses up to 15 kHz and with im
pulsive type noise. Purthermore the weighting of the noise vol
tage level is based on special listening conditions (high qua
lity broadcasting listening room, cce CCIR report 797-1 or OIRT 
Reconm1endation 86/1, together with studio listening equipment), 
where the noise level is lower than that used in curve A of the 
BC (30 <lBA). 

Considering that presently no international unified reference 
listening equipment exists and hence the frequency response of 
the sound pressure is not defined at the listener's place, the 
frequency weighting curve for noise voltage measurements should 
suitably be related to a frequency-independant sound pressure. 

As compared with the former weighting curve P 53 of the CCITT, 
there are differences in the measurement results because of the 
fact that the higher frequencies are now more emphasized. With 
quasi-stationary or stationary signals, the difference between 
the "former" (P 53) and the "recent" noise voltage values 
(Rec. 468-3) is about 5 zo 6 dB, i. e., the signal-to-noise 
values are lower by this value than they were formerly. This 
seemingly "deterioration" of equipment has aroused a certain 
concern among the manufacturers of broadcasting receivers, but 
with pertinent explanation and correct complete indication of 
the values no Froblems should be left. 

The experienced engineer is not interested in "nice figures". 
The proposal by R. DOLBY, to maintain the numerical values 
hitherto used in approximation in that the reference frequency 
of the filter is increased from 1 kHz to 2kHz /4/, was not 
accepted by the CCIH. 
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Within the high-quality studio suite, complications and errors 
would result therefrom, e. g. on account of the different 
preemphasis and deemphasis characteristics of the networks in 
the transmission path, of the different conditions of measure
ment etc. 

But the weighting curve is only one factor to be considered. 
Tbe temhoral weighting is also a decisive ma�itude. As said 
above,t e GCIR was of the unanimous opinion {1974) that the 
temporal weighting according to :tUESE (dt-<>-Bm•) gives the best 
agreement with subjective values with the largely differing 
interference noise (see figure 3 from /5/. Nevertheless, the 
CCIR decided already in 1974 unanimously in favour of quasi
peak value measurements for the following reasons (see Report 
398-2 /2/): 

• the instrument would not be expensive; 
• its use would be lcml fatiguing than most of the othere; 
• measuring devices of this kind have successfully been 

used in many countries for oeveral years. 

Therefore, it was unanimously felt that the recommendation of 
a different type would have been advisable only if it had pro
perties which could compensate for the economical advantages 
of the recommended quasi-peak instrument. From this it can be 
concluded, however, that the NIESI� weighting may get some 
importance again, when the electronic circuitry is further 
developped, economic solutions and general experience in the 
use of Rec. 468-3 for digital technique will be gained. 
Rec. 468-3 excludes the use of rms value measurement ae it is not 
intended for the measurement of qualit:y parameters. Qualit:y 
assessments may correctly relate onl:y to the subjective noise 
impression. Insofar it is not always reasonable to differen
tiate between studio quality and Hi-Fi-quality (entertainment 
electronics); on the contrary, the buyer is mislead by the 
seemingly "favorable" figures of an rms value measurement. 

The situation is another one, when due to unsufficient quality 
of transmission paths (e. g. in telephone lines), the measure
ment of quasi-peak values leads to non-constant and reproducible 
measured values on account of stochastic-type interference. In 
the case of series production and checking of apparatus with 
short checking times by automatic measuring appliances it may 
be advantageous too to use, for type acceptance tests, also rms 
value measurement (weighted and unweighted) in addition to noise 
measurements. For this purpose, however, separate standards 
should be laicl dovm, which have no reference to Recommendation 
468-3. 

If, for certain reasons, measurement of unweighted quasi-peak 
value measurements should be required, it would be suitable to 
apply the curve (see fig. 4) given in Rec. 468-3, annex II for 
a "standard frequency response". (But annex II is no more part 
of the competence of Rec. 468-3!) . 
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In practice, if white'lis used with a bandwidth of 15 kHz, the 
following differences in the measured results /6/ are obtained: 

- between rms value measurements and quasi-peak value 
measurements: approx. 4 dB 

- between the measurements weighted according to Rec. 468-3 and 
unweighted measurements: approx. 8,5 dB 

- from this it follows that we obtain between unweighted rms 
value measurements and weighted quasi-peak· value measurements: 
approx. 12,5 dB 

Likewise, in case of rms value measurement according to the 
lEG-curve A as compared with the quasi-peak value measurement 
according to CCIR-468-3, a difference of 10 to 14 dB exists 
depend�ng on the signal spectrum. 

H.A.O. WILMS (see /7/) meanwhile suggested to complete these 
j.ndications for further discussions by measurements with red, 
pink and "green" (IEC loudspeaker test signal) noise and diffe
rent time constants. On this subject, we can report only at a 
later date. 
In addition, H.A.o. Wilms pointed out to remember that the 
measurement technologies of sound level meters, peak progr$mme 
level meters (see para 3.2.) and noise voltage meters exhibit 
certain relationships which would question the solutions hither
to achieved (e. g. with regard to time constants) and require 
a reconsideration. It should be the concern of the various inter
national bodies (CCIR, IEC, OIRT, EBU, AES) to deal with these 
suggestions in a coordinated effort. This would also be advanta
geous for the world-wide use of the CCIR Recommendation·;468-3, 
and not only in broadcasting and television studio technique. 

� noise 
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].2. STAIIDAHDISATIOH OF LEVELS AND QUALITY PARAMETERS 

Results to these questions are contained in the following two 
Reports: 

Report 292-5: Measurement of programme level in sound broad
castin 

Considering that hitherto it has not been possible to specify 
conditions for a unified measurement method, the Report con
tains information for 7 pro�ramme level meters in use (inclu
ding the so-called VU meter). 
The annex to the report describes the terminology as is used 
in the CIVITT for level indications, for better understanding by 
the representatives of broadcasting and television organiza
tions. Unfortunately, even here mistake and new confusion did 
arise. 

Report 293-5:  Audio-frequency parameters for the stereophonic 
transmission and reproduction of sound 

In this report, attempts are made since 1963 to specifiy funda
mental "overall values" for the essential quality parameters of 
the entire transmission chain in order to derive a recommenda
tion therefrom. Up to now, this was not possible. Therefore, an 
interim VIOrking party IWP 10/6 of the CCIR was established, in 
order to reach the desired and neccesary result in short time 
by a higher concentration of work. 

Comments by the author: 

The IWP 10/6 is charged to prepare quality parameters and 
suitable methods of measurement for them for the international 
programme exchange in broadcasting and television sound channels. 
This incorporates i. a. the determination of attainable values 
or values to be achieved in future for the parameters and the 
relevant operating and testing levels. The establishment of this 
special Interim Working Party appeared to be necessary as inspi
te of the multitude of existing recommendations in the CCIR, 
CCITT, CMTT, OIRT, EBU and others as the essential bodies of 
broadcasting and television organizations, more and more pro
blems in the international programme exchange arose on account of 
omissions, misinterpretation and even errors in the relevant 
documents. In addition, the transmissions showed increasingly 
frequently impairements with the listeners the causes of which 
were assumed to be before the points of exchange to international 
transmission chains and which hitherto were not sufficiently 
recognized or have been underestimated. 

Especially because of the transition from analogue to digital 
technique which may be expected in the near future, some fun
damental questions of broadcas'ting transmission need urgently 
to be clarified. In the digital technique, the question of "over
loading" is i. a. much more critical than in the analogue tech
nique. 
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The 2nd meeting of the IVIP 10/6 was held in Septc:mbcr 1982 in 
UK and discussed the replies submitted in response to a special 
questionnaire, when it became evident that the data in Report 
293-5, which contains above all the resulto of common agree
ments between the EBU and the OIRT, are no more sufficient to 
prepare a recommendation. 

Some years ago, the OIRT member organisations prepared already, 
through the Technical Commission, Study Groups I and II, with 
the specific Recommendation 62/2 /G/, fundamental agreements 
on the essential quality parameters of the sound channel whicb 
in addition to the subjectively perceivable impairments deter
mined by listening groups, contain also the parameter condi
tions required for technical reasons at reasonable cost (for 
channels used for programme exchange, as well as for information 
for the entire channel up to the listener's receiving set). 
But the questions of correct programme level regulation ru1d le
vel relationships cannot be considered further by the OIRT alone 
as this should be done in consultation with other international 
organisations (see /9/). 

Special problems arise by the fact that France, Australia and 
the USA are still using mainly the so-called VU meter ("volume 
meter") instead of a quasi-peak meter as control instrument for 
programme level regulation to avoid overloading. The IWP ·10/6 
considers it essential, as a premise for better quality in pro
gramme exchange, to determine in the CCIR uniform measurements 
and conditions for a programme level meter and to use these li
kewise at all control points of the sound channel from the ori
gine (studio) and within the PTT. 
If desired, a compromise should be attempted regarding the peak 
programme level meters hitherto used, possibly with shorter in
tegration time than that which was used in the OIRT and the EBU 
up to now. The VU meter is rejected by the majority as beir;gun
adequate. 

In order to bring to an and the confusion concerning the diffe
ring level indications in the various bodies, IVIP 10/6 has pre
pared nevv definitions for a "programme level profile" (see fi
gure 5). 
This profile may be used to derive and specify all realistic 
values for the "point of relative level 0" (i. u. the point of 
exchange between the radio house and the international program
me connectionsh but also all values used for the special trans
mission equipments. 

Alignment Level, AL 

The level of a· sine wave signal, at a frequency of 1 kHz, which 
is used to align the international sound-programme connection 
(the aligrunent period should be preferably to less than 30 se
conds). The "alignment level" is further used as reference for 
all other levels. 
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Permittec[ Maximum Level, Pl\'iL 

A sine wave signal at this level would be 9 dB above the align
ment level. Its peak level should not be exceeded by the peaks 
of sound-programme signals (i. e. if the alignment is 0 dBu 
(0,775 V), then the instantaneous peak amplitude of the sound
programme signal should not exceed 3,1 V). 

Measurement Level, ML 

The level 12 dl3 below the alignment level, ut which long-term 
measurement are made at all frequencies (see CCITT Reo. N. 12 
and N. 21). 

Overload Margin 

Although the peaks of the sound-programme signal should not 
exceed the "permitteu maximum level", an overload margin must 
be provided so that rare excursions of the sound-programme sig
nal above the permitted maximum level may be tolerated. 
(Reasons for this may be equipment and line tolerances and the 
presently used programme level regulating methods). 

- . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . -

The 2nd meeting of the IWP 10/6 was of the unanimous op1n1on 
that the "permitted maximum loovcl" cannot correctly be held at 
the time being. (Measurements made in various countries showed 
frequent excursions by instantaneous pulses of very brief dura
tion in the sound-programme signal in the order of 5 to 10 dB!). 
With the elaboration of uniform programme level regulating and 
measurement methods and limiters (control amplifiers) it is 
planned that the necessary overload margin should be defined 
more precisely (about 6 dB of range). 
While the definition for the minimum level could not yet be gi
ven, this parameter may well Se derived from figure 5 as lower 
limit for the "dynamic of programme signal" (such as the 40 dB 
which are in general use). 
It can be stated that the establishment of the IWP 10/5 and 
its work was a decisive step towards the solution of some im
portant complex problems arising in the broadcasting transmis
sion. 

The Jrd meeting is planned for september 1983 in connection 
with the next interim meeting of thlc CCIR Study Group 10. 
(The tasks and objectives of the IWP 10/6 are specified in the 
CUIR Resolution 40/1). 
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].3. DETERMINATION OF THE SUBJECTIVE LOUDNESS OF A BROADCASTING 
PROGRAMME (Report 465-3) 

This Report informs about the work hitherto carried out by the 
CCIR, especially on the results achieved by the special working 
party IWP 10/1, which was active from 1970 to 1978, but was not 
able to achieve feasible practicable results. It is stated that 
the determination of subjective loudness of Programmes depends 
on too many imponderables to derive a unified control and 
measurement procedure for programme level regulation from the 
knowledge hitherto achieved. 
It was considered more reasonable to recommend first a compres
sion of speech for improving the balance between music .and 
speech seqpences and empirical values for the modulation of 
speech in relation to different musical genres. 

Comments by the author: 

Just as in several countries, comprehensive studies were also 
conducted in the GDR relating to this aspect /10/ which lead to 
similar conclusions as those contained in CCIR Report 465-3. It 
is of special importance that the cpmplex listening conditions, 
including the setting (regulation) of the listener's receiving 
apparatus and of the psychical-physical situation of the liste
ner are taken into account. Automatic programme emissions, the 
transmission of programme identification signals and correspon
ding regulation means at the listener's receiving set will pro
bably be necessary, if a fundamental solution of the problem 
will be achieved. 

Thereby an essential partial problem appears to be the loudness 
control of the programme signals themselves in order to find a 
basis for level regulation. The most practicable approach 
hitherto presented was the "loudness indicator" by JON.ES and 
T.ORICK I 10/ 1982. 

For many other criteria for programme loudness, weighting measu
res are missing to obtain the measured loudness value in correct 
relation to the complete programme level regulation. It will be 
interesting to see the approach, E. ZWICKER announced in �his 
contribution to be presented at the 73rd AES Convention. 

3.4. SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF SOUND QUALITY 

Recommendation 562-1 (and Report 799-1) 

To provide a basis to be unified, the Recommendation contains 
definitions for: 
- a  five-grade quality scale 

.(the formula for a possible oonversion to a six-grade 
scale is given) 

- a seven-grade comparison scale. 
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Annex I gives some further indications for 
- the selection of the listening group (expert listeners) 

- test procedure and duration 
- choiGe of programme sequences 

- listening conditions. 

The Report 711-1 give first experience with subjective studies 
in the field of digital techniques. The results of test to de
termine the upper cut-off frequency are of special importance, 
15 kHz being considered to be sufficient. 

Comments by the author: 

Subjective studies are of growing importance as may be seen from 
the survey on the state of art for the AES given by TOOLE /11/. 
Apart from the CCIR documents cited above, a number of reoommen
dations of the OIRT are used in studio technique which shall be 
dealt with at this place for information and which give data for 
the assessment of broadcasting programmes and for the work of 
international comparisons of listening groups (OIRT-E 63/1; 
E 91) /12/. For the assessment of studios and concert halls a 
special OIRT Recommendation (E 68) was prepared for the first 
time, which also proved valuable for acoustical studies on the 
determination of the relations between objective and subjective 
(room) paPameters. 
Due to the lack of an international unified terminology, the 
work of subjectiv&-statistical nature is hampered. A monography 
published by the OIRT is a useful �ontribution to this subject 
/13/ which would also be of interest for the work in the CCIR 
and the AES (see also /14/). 

3. 5. DETEIDUINATION OF THE ACOUSTICAL PROPERTIES OF CONTROL 
ROOMS AND HIGH�QUALITY LISTENING ROOMS IN BROADCASTING 
(Report 797-1) 

Considering in the report that the conflicts between the acous
tic and operational requirements have not been optimally resol
ved, it is therefore not appropriate to specify a "standard 7 
control room". On the other hand, it seems to be necessary to 
come to an agreement for uniform "reference listening rooms", 
to conduct therein subjective tests as well as assessments of 
music and speech programmes on the basis of defined conditions. 
Such standard listening rooms should be a prerequisite to reach 
uniform opinions on programmes intended for international ex
changes. 
Therefore , tart I of the Report contains data of "control rooms" 
for informs ion. Unan�smous op�nion exists on the reverberation 
t�me to be obtained (0 ,2 to O t 4 s). Th� opinions on volume dif-

3 fer from� 30 m3 (Canada, EBUJ, � 40 mJ (UK) up to 120 - 150 m 
(OIRT for stereophony; for monophony about 90 m3 seems to be 
sufficient). Further comments are coneerning the shape, diffu
sion, symmetry of the room. 
A recommendation cannot be derived and expected from that data. 
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Part II of the report-"JJistening rooms"-shows the endeavours 
ror standardization. But an important aspeet also needs to be 
taken into account: given two acoustically identical rooms, 
significant differences in reproduced sound quali.ty will occur 
j_f different types of studio louspeaker equipment is used in 
each room , which have not yet been quantified. 
The OIR.T member countries have subm:L tted proposals for a ne·· 
ce>Jsary CCIH Ilecommendat:i.on on the basis of CliRT Ree. 86/1 
(see �rablc I). 
In that standard also the d:istanceo of the loudspeakers f.rom 
the side and backwalls are presc�ibed ( a 1 m from the side 
walls; 0,7 m from the baekwall). 
Annex I conta:inrJ valuable advieeD (mostly contr.ibu·�ed by the 
UK, BBC) to the parameters 

·· Reverberation t:i.me (it should not differ by moro thnn :�: W % 
�uesign vaJues OVeJ:' the range ·160 Hz "to 6.,J kHz); 

- r
E

om
1�

ro
,

r�.Q�.S.. (also fox· .mna�J. Li;stening ��
-
oup� �he v?lume 

s . . ou no )C Too sma.1l becaus,, then the d.ep0-ndenco on the 
number of occupants and. the equipment is grea-ter); 

-· 3�.2_ of the .roo,!;!! (isolated cigpntoneB which can eauno eolora� 
1T1 onfl "'Sb.OU!CltiC" avoided; there :i �� no evidenee that Htakj_ng the 
walls of Uw room non··paralle1 l.D mor·e benef:Le:lul ·t;lmn tri;her 
methods) ; 

·� Diffusion (ar:eanging the different [;ypen of D.eoustie t.r.'catwent 
ln rei'iiT:rvoly small pa·tches, equally :intermixed on the wal1 
and ceiling r.m:d'ucefl; 

"' fla:d.f-�i.OIJI{ (·these GH:n be reduced by spacing the loud� 
spea ers away fi·om the walls aml. covering the surfaces with 
acous-tic absorbers which are effechve at low and m:l.ddle f:re� 
quencies; significant reflections at higher f:requencies 
occurring from quite small protruding wall and ceiling parts, 
desks etc., should be avoided, especially at the heigh-� of ·!;he 
head of the listeners). 

Furthermore, the report contains information on background noise 
level, room synune·try, position of the loudspeakers etc. 

Comments b¥ the .�� 
The growing number of' puhlica·tions on subj eeti ve testing in -�he 
field of AES, but also of other organizations, requires the 
support of the work in the CCIR, to standardize a "Standard 
listening roomtt. The IEC is also working on this subject. Becau
se of the cond:ltions of HiFi.-equipment it is felt that a volume 
of 80 mJ and a,reverberation range of 0,3 to 0,6 s is sufficient. 
But it is well-known that in the field of studio technique this 
is urifavourable, especially tf larger test groups are used. 
In many countries it is well-known too that early reflections 
must be suppressed in the listening zones by sufficiently absor
bing surfaces, On the other hand, use of a reflecting backwall, 
as :recommended in the LEDE concept has not yet found enough 
resonance. Probably it is less suited for universal use of a 
reference listening room and the listening with several distri
buted loudspeakers (as for quadrophony). 
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A reference to a so-called "medium living room" (i. e. with hig
her reverberation time etc.) has not proved useful. 
Loudspeaker tests (OIRT, GDR) have shown that the (not yet suf
ficient) relations between subjective and objective parameters 
may vary strongly as a function of reverberation time. This 
might explain the erroneous aesessments w�ich appear therewith. 
liTRATA /16/ et al.consider a time of o,J - 0,1 s more useful 

(like other organizations. too). 

�P.he requirement of standardization was ·�aken into uccouni; in the 
mean·time by the Scand:i.navian countricB. BORE:lUUS /15/ reported 
some time ngo on proposals . 'ehe OIR�r memberH have made good 
experience with thei:e Rec. 136/1 antl louk nmv for imp:r:ovemen·ts. 

It can be expeeted that in ·!;he period 19f.lJ/84 the CCIR will pre
oent definite proposals for u :t•eeotmue:ndat:Lon; a lJ1>eul.a1 Stud;y 
Programme 50D/10 contains the :t'elevatrt queEJtions, 

�Q.:£:J;.£.1! TI�C:J1l'qQ�§. 
In thit'J fj.eJ.d, only few documents ox:La·� in Si;ndy nroup 10 up ·i;o 
now, nl though i·t haG bncome a prio:L'i ty ·task, lnL1p.i.te of i'hc :ea-· 
pid evolution of rl:igitul teeh:niqueo, only :few cow:mon lU'eJllir.mes 
could be ag).>eEld npon in the s·tud1o :l?leldo It 1:01 �rue thn·t here 
a good agreement between the rnembe!.'f.l of the CURT, 1mu, nm, AES 
and CCIR can be wl;ated so ·�hat principal dj_:ff:ieultiefJ could be 
avoided. C:onsid.e:dng t.ha·� the ;rournal AES in preferal>l;y dealing 
wj:th cligi ta1 techniques and ta o.lso p:t•omo'ting atandardi:<ad;ion 
work, bibliog:t'HI)b:lc :i.nforrnat:tou ohall be omitted he:r·e . Only some 
cormnents to CCIR docuwen·tl3 shall be given. 

�i§J. 11Digi tal audio techuj_quea :for studioo and quali t:y 
measuremonts11 

A cOJmnon data - frame used :i.mdde rJtudiofl and the methods of 
measuring the cUstort:Lon caused by bi.t errors �lre gj:ven, to
gether wj_th the results of studles carried out by the EBU. 

Report 949: "Sampling frequenc�r for dig:l'tal sound signals in 
broadcasting studios11 

The Report conta:Lns in the annex a proposal for a recoramenda�· 
tion which envisages a 48 kHz sampling frequency fo:r use in 
broadcasting studios, including recordj_ng as well as for sound 
signals in television applicatj_ons. The aim of this publication 
is to bring about a coordination with:l.n the CCIR as well as 
with other organi0ations until the date of the next :interim mee�· 
ting (1983/84). 

ReJ2ort 799/1 :. "Subjective assessment of quality of sound in ' 
broadcasting using digital techniques" 

The report was already mentioned in para ).J. Besides studies 
on the upper cut-off frequency (15 kHz), results relating to 
other parameters of t;he EBU, France and Italy as well as the 
relations with the studies carried out by the CMTT are pointed 
out. 
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Report 953: "Digital coding for the emission of high-quality 
sound signals in satellite broadcasting" 

It is referred to texts of other working groups of the Study 
Groups 10 and 11. They contain the proposal to use a 32kHz 
sampling frequency for satellite broadcasting (an�fogous to 
the transmission circuits). This proposal was notvaccepted by 
the majority as a basis for a recommendation at the last CCIR 
meeting. � v yet 
).7. SOUND SIGNAL RECORDING 

(Working group io-b) 
In the following, the most essential results are given in a 
short synopsis only because practically, IEC Publications have 
been adopted for most of the problems. 

Recommendation 408-4 (on Study question 52/10 and study program
me 52 A/16): "standards of sound recording on magnetic tape for 
the international exchange of programmes11 

Monophonic and stereophonic recordings should be based on the 
IEC-Publication 94, with some additional requirements for ste
reophonic recordings, the most important of which follow: 
- reference signal (control section) before a programme begins 

(1000 Hz with -9 dB; on stereophonic tapes at first 5 s in the 
A-(left) channel, then a pause of about 10 s t then about 5 s 
in the right channel (see also Report 622-2)J; 

- width of the track � 2 mm 
-distance between tracks � 0,75 mm 

(for the introduction of the time code on 6,3 mm tape, more 
precise definitions are possibly to be expected). 

- amplitude/frequency response 
- level difference 
- phase difference 
- crosstalk 
- weighted signal-to-noise ratio 

It is not considered useful to give aqextract of the values 
concerned; at a given time, a complete reproduction in the 
J.A. E.S. should be considered. 

Report 622-2 (on Study question 52/10; Study Programme 52 A/10) 
"Sound recording on magnetic tape for the international exchange 
of programmes"' 
- "Use of special section for checking the technical parame

ters of stereophonic tapes" 

The OIRT proposes in the Report that the control section contai
ned in Rec. 408-4, for the beginning of the programme should be 
completed by a section relating to frequency response (40 Hz, 
10.000 Hz, eaah 10 s at -10 dB below maximum level) in order to 
get a rapid control on the quality of the recording to be 
reproduced. 
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(The proposal relates to quality differences which persistently 
appear on tapes intended for programme exchange). 

Report 150 (on Study question 52/10 and Study programme 52 B/10) 
"D�g�ta recording of audio signals" 

The Report contains at present only a contribution by Japan 
(NHK) relating to an experimental stationary-head magnetic tape 
recorder. The quality parameters achieved are indicated. 

Recommendation 564 
11Use of magnetic tape cartridges and cassettes for sound 
broadcasting" 

The cassettes used at present should comply with the IEC defi
nitions. 
A future professional cassette for a tape width of 6,3 mm should 
use a tape speed of 9,5 cm/s and should have a playing time 
capability of up to 30 minutes. 
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TABLE I ���er Resp:.:-r--;;opo:;-l 
I tolerance 

(Hz) (dH) (dB) 
1--------;---- -- ------·- - I  

3 1  -l _ 29·9 1 t 2  o 1 63 -- 23-9 J l -4 ,,, 
�� - : � :  i� �s "' I 400 - 7 8 _±_0·7 (l) 
800 - I ·9 ±O·ll iiJ 

I 000 0 ±O·l 
2 000 + l-6 ±0·5 (I} 
J 1 50  + 9·0 ±0·5 111 
4 000 + 10·5 J:O·S (ll 
5 000 + 1 1 -7 +0·5 I 6 300 + 12·2 0 
7 100 � 1 2·0 t 0 2  "' 
8 000 + 1 1 4  ) 0 4 ,,, 1 

"'9 000 � JO·I :r.0·6 (IJ 

J f Q OQO  + 8·( +0•8 (I) 
1 2  500 0 +. I  2 !I> 
14 000 - S·J ± 1 4 (tJ 
1 6 000 - 1 1 · 7  ± l ·65 (l) 
20 000 -22·2 ± 2 0  

L _  ___ 3

_

1

_

5

_

oo ______ �--------42

-

- 7

-----�-----

+

-

2

-

·8 __ '' __ ' _  

0 )  This tolerance is obtained by a lmear interpolation �m a 
logarithmic graph on the basis of values r.pecifiect for the frequencies 
used to defme the mask, i.e., 31 .5, lOO, 1000, 5000, 6300 and 
20 000 Hz. 

FIGURE la - Weighting network, simple form 
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FIGURE 2 - Maximum tolerances for the frequency response 

of the weighting network and the amplifi e r  

2. 1 Dynamic characten'stic in response to single tone-bursts 

TABLE 11 

Bunt d\llation (ms) J( l )  2 5 10 

AmpUtude reference 
tteady li&nal readin& 

{,.) 17.0 16.6 40 48 
(dB) - 15.4 - 1 1.5 -8.0 -6.4 

Llmitin& values 

- lower limit ('If,) 1).5 22.4 34 4 1  
(dB) - 1 7.4 - 1 3.0 -9.3 -7.7 

- upper limit ('If,) 11.4 3 1 .6 46 '' 
(dB) - 13.4 -10.0 -6.6 -5 .2 

(J ) The Adminittration of the U.S.S.R. intends to ute burst duration• > S ma. 

2.2 Dynamic characteristic in response to rr�petitive tone-bursts 

TABLE Ill 

Number of bunts per 1000nd 2 

AmpUtude referen<O oteady sipiOI 
read in& ('If,) 48 

(dB) -6.4 

Umltinc valu., 

- Jowerllmlt ('If,) 43 
(dB) -7.3 

- upper limit ('If,) 53 
(dB) -5.5 

-

20 50 100 

52 59 68 
-5.7 -4.6 -l.l 

.. 50 58 
-7.1 -6.0 -4.7 

60 68 78 
-4.4 ' -3.3 -2.2 

10 

77 
-2.3 

12 
-2.9 

82 
-1.7 

"l 
I I 

200 
i 

80 
- 1 .9 

i, 

68 
-3.3 

92 
-0.1 

� 

lOO 

97 
-0.25 

94 
-0.5 

100 
-0.0 
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( 1 )  wei ghting ne t work 
(2 ) int e grati on time 
(J ) di fference between 
�and minimum value 8;1 
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Fi gure 3:  Perceptibility thre sholds for 1 7  different 
noise t ype s ,  det e rmine d subj e ctive ly , in an 
DIRT-reference li stening room ,  and measured 
obj e ctively by different weighting curve s 
( 1 ) and int e gration time s (2 ) 
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TABLE IV- Main parame t e rs of l i s t e n ing rooms f: -------- l 
high-gual i ty mono£honic and ste reophonic listen1ng 

( See { CCI R ,  l9[4 -[8b and c _ / )  

hramcten Vllu .. 
1----

I .  Votumt ( V) 1 20 t lO m '  Ul 
2 Op11mum tu:le nho (central part of the 1 .9 I 4 :  I 0 

Bolt nnce, other recommended rattos, 
,.t iCCIR. I 914-18cl I 

l Rtvubcratton ttrne ( T )  O.ll  • ... 0.40 I 
( t olerance l o Ol , tn frequency nnae 
l l.S  to 6l00 �� about the chow:n 
nomm•l value) 

4. Optamum but anale 10' 
s. 
6 

Wtdth of base (b) l.O to 4 .J  m 

lutenlnJ dutance (h) I .5 to 6.1 m 
ptdeuble l •  0.5 m 

Opttmum, 1 e. rc(crcnct llucnlnJ potnt h - 0.1 b 

11 I 90 m' u allowcd for monaphontc uu only 

Limits of Sy stem 
Ov e rl oad Margin 

P e rmi t t ed Maximum Lev e l  

t 9 dB 

-- · --- · -- - --- Alignment Lev el 

r4 1 2  dB rd 
s:: - - - - - - - -·.-1 
H 

/ // / / / / / / / / , 

Figure 5 :  Lev e l  profil e  

Meas urement Lev e l  

Minimum Lev el 

N o i s e  Vol t age Level 

(Propo sal by HIP 1 0/6 - CCIR) 


